and conciliate friendship among those who might otherwise have remained at a perpetual distance.
In my remarks to you to-day, I will first speak briefly of the early history and the progress of this Society, and of some of the advantages that dental societies are to the profession and to the community. I will then say something about the advancement the art and science of dentistry has made since I first started out as a dental practitioner, thirtyone years ago; and, lastly, I will call your attention to a subject which is agitating the public mind at the present time, viz.: Christian Science, or Metaphysical Healing, or what is frequently termed the Mind Cure, and which mayhave an important bearing upon our profession in the future. *This Anniversary measures another year in the onward march of our own developments and achievements for the profession of our choice. This day is to us a resting-place in the history of our labor and our progress. It is that future of our early hopes to which our eyes have looked, our hopes have longed, and the feeling is strong upon us now to sit down together around the old camp fire and rehearse the struggles and the triumphs of the past, and live over again the many pleasant ocoasions we have enjoyed, and speak of the many grand events that have taken place, and the noble work that has been accomplished during the past seventeen years in and through this American Academy of Dental Science.
It was my good fortune to be present at the opening day, October 19, 1867?a day I shall always cherish in memory?when a few of us gathered together and started this Academy into life.
This was the second dental society instituted in Boston, the first and only one preceding it was the Massachusetts Dental Society, organized in 1864, of which I was one of the original founders.
The small band of professional dentists who assembled to take into consideration the expediency of forming this Academy, met with considerable opposition, but they were men of resolute purpose, and with strong love for their sent his views upon the various subjects that may come up for discussion. Differences of opinion may exist, but their free expression, coupled with a kindness of consideration for those who differ, will advance instead of retarding the interests of science. All the professions and many of the principal occupations of the present day, have their associations for mutual improvement and benefit, and it well becomes our specialty to be not less active. And let us bear in mind that the members of the dental societies, acting in co-operation with the faculties of our dental colleges, are together, the educators of the future profession.
In the spirit of inquiry and investigation which prevails, it is gratifying to observe that enthusiasm is not permitted to run away with judgment in any particular branch, so that the members of these societies are for the most part adopting a more conservative mode of practice than that which prevailed fourteen or fifteen years ago, when hard gold and mallet filling were talked up so loudly as the only practical methods.
We thoroughly test the alleged modern improvements, many of which are truly valuable, and many are worthless, and we adopt only those that prove to be useful and practical, and save time and labor, while the rest we discard for a return to some of the methods the old fathers taught us which proved so eminently satisfactory during their long and successful experience in preserving the natural teeth.
?
Dental societies now exist in every State of our Union?
and several have been organized in Europe.
"Thus the dental graduates of the colleges and the universities are getting into one vast associated fraternity, and establishing an efficient professional organization, with its policy adjusted in ev^ry direction to the cultivation of the science, and to the regulation of the conduct of the profession ; thus forming a standard professional sentiment, and through its agency, raising public opinion into a supporting conformity."
As one of the senior members it may not be assuming There have been from time to time during past years; some practitioners, not many, who seem to chafe under the custom which prevails of being termed dentists, and a few have even advocated the dropping of the word dentist from our nomenclature, and substituting some other name. Various names have been suggested to take its place. In the earlier years the phrases surgeon dentist, surgical and mechanical dentist, were sometimes used?in later years oper ative and mechanical dentist, and the words dentician, dentificier, dentologist, oral surgeon, oralist and orist, have been suggested and by some used. Now the question is which one shall the profession adopt, and have registered in the new dictionary of the future.
As the word dentist came so honestly from the Latin word dens?a tooth, and is so universally used at the present day, it seems to me that the only course to pursue is to continue the term dentist, and let the profession through its proper representatives, communicate with lexicographers, and prevail upon them to give in their future editions of dictionaries a more extended and comprehensive definition of the word than they have in the past. I appreciate the high motives of those gentlemen who advocate the terms oral surgeon and oral science in the place of dentist and dental science. They do so because so many of the followers of our art have degraded the profession, and brought a reproach upon the name of dentist by their ignorance and malpractice, which has caused many men of science and education in other professions to place a low estimate upon dental practitioners generally?but the community is becoming more enlightened, and is beginning to discern between the educated and the uneducated dentist> and to discriminate between the true and false, the scientific and the pretender.
If we drop out the term dentist, then we shall be obliged to drop all words of a kindred nature which have the same derivation, viz: dentistry, dental surgery, dental medicine, dentition, dentation, denticulate, dentiform, dentoid, denture, purely practical basis, to unfold the resources of unfathomed mind, to impart a thorough understanding of mental science, to restore and preserve health, and to elevate man physically, morally, and spiritually, and thus restore to the race hope, health, and the lost science of Divine or Christian Healing." This is the first legally founded and the only thoroughly metaphysical college in the world. It has a powerful ally in the Christian Scientists' Association, a large and influential organization,, whose membership is made up of graduates of the College, actively engaged in healing; an earnest band pledged and working together in a common cause of humanity and love. This Association is the only body of organized metaphysicians in the world.
The following account of the circumstances through which Mrs, Eddy discovered this principle of healing and the metaphysical science that governed it, is taken from the Christian Science Journal, a monthly magazine pub- 
